Year Group: Year 1&2

Day/Objective

Teacher: Ustaadh Hassan/Miss Diya

Islamic Studies

Learning Objectives

Resource

Task 1: Click on the link and watch the video.
Monday 11th
January

Task 2: Practice and repeat the Dua at least 5 times.
To learn and practice the Dua’s when entering and
leaving the masjid

Week 2

Task 3: Kindly ask someone in your house to test you.

(Please click on the link to
access the video)

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=gM2LrQxPT0
s

Task 4: Year 2: Try your best to write the dua into your book.

Task 1: Year 1&2: Watch the video regarding ‘What did prophet Muhammad
(saw) look like’ with Zaky.
Tuesday 12th
January

To learn and understand the description of Prophet
Muhammad (saw)

Task 2: Year 2: Write a short paragraph regarding the key points from the
video and what you have learnt and understood.
Year 1: Write two sentences about what you have learnt and understood
from watching the video.

(Click on the link to watch
the video)
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=1O4zzW3KKg

Task 1: Year 1&2: Click on the link to watch the video regarding the fat-ha
symbol & sound. Watch the video with full concentration.

(Please click on the link to
watch the video)

Task 2: Year 1&2: Now repeat the letters with fat-ha after the person.
Wednesday
13th January

To be able to practice the Arabic letters with the fa-ha
symbol

Task 3: Year 1: Write out the first two lines on the screen from Alif to Twa
with the fat-ha on top.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=S6dTT25P8gU&ab
_channel=OnlineQuranTeac
herSaifullahKhan

Year 2: Write out all the letters with from Alif to Ya with the fat-ha on top.

Task 1: Year 1- Click on the link for Surah Al-Qaari’ah. Whilst listening,
follow each verse carefully on the screen and recite it along the way
until the end. This should be done at least three times. Once
confident, read to parent/sibling. (spend 20 mins on this task) Now try
your best to repeat the verses without looking.
Thursday 14th
January

To be able to practice and recite surah Al-Qaari’ah &
Surah Al-Qadr fluently and accurately.

Year 2- Click on the link for surah Al-Qadr. Whilst listening, follow
each verse carefully on the screen and recite it along the way until the
end. This should be done at least two times. Once confident, read to
parent/sibling. (spend 20 mins on this task) Now spend 10 mins on
memorisation on as many verses as you can.

(Click on the link to access
the video) Year 1:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pwTXgkLI7Mk

Year 2:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2TMFGFIBNKw

Task 1: Year 1&2: Click on the link regarding the basic names of fruits in
Arabic, and watch the video. Repeat each word three times.
Friday 15th
January

To learn the names of basic fruits in Arabic

Task 2: Year 1: Draw the fruit with the name in English into your exercise
book in neat handwriting and colour in.

(Click on the link to watch
the video)

Task 2: Year 2: Copy out the Arabic of each word once with the translation
into your exercise book in your best handwriting. (Arabic writing starts from
the RIGHT SIDE)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HoiOocCrOQQ

Task 3: Year 1&2: Memorise the words with the translation. Ask someone to
test you.

